
Philippa’s table

Here you see five photos of Philippa’s table with its cut-out shelf which is a fairly rough construction, 
made by her husband who has carpentry skills but at the time urgency was the requirement! 

Basically, it’s a hole about 10” x 22” (depending on the size of your machine) and a support shelf 
underneath that puts the machine at the correct height. Philippa has a perspex sheet which rests 
completely flat with the table surface. The edge of the hole in her table has a recess (the thickness of 
the perspex) routered out of it to support the perspex (photo 4). We also cut a tiny piece of plastic 
tubing to act as a sleeve over the support pin on the machine to bring that to the right level. A block 
of wood also supports the perspex at that end (photo 5).

If you have a SewEzi table then you could use the perspex from that and recreate the system in a full 
studio table.
Philippa mentioned that the table was kitchen worksurface but it isn’t. That is too thick. We used 
18mm (¾”) blockboard. with a smooth plastic surface. It is important that the table isn’t too thick 
because you need to be able to get your hand underneath it into the area where you can change the 
bobbin. 
I’m sure you’ll work it out!
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Making a cut-out section in your sewing table  
so that your sewing machine bed  

is at the same level as the table surface



You can see that the underside is rather rough but it does the job so long as it is strong enough to 
support the weight of the machine.
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routered recess to support the perspex

block of wood to support the perspexrubber tubing sleeve round metal pin of 
machine to support the perspex
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The next seven photographs show Betsy Brewer’s table made by a carpenter friend of hers who used 
Philippa’s table as reference. It is more professionally finished but the basics are the same. With Betsy’s 
table, the sewing machine bed rises slightly above the table surface (photo 7) (as opposed to Philippa’s 
recessed perspex - photo 4). You can also see how you need to be able to get your hand in to deal 
with the bobbin (photo 10). Betsy’s table has a fill-in piece that can bring the table back to being flush 
(photos 11 &12). Philippa doesn’t have that as her machine is always set down in the table!

Betsy Brewer’s version of Philippa Naylor table
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